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Abstract. AI agents are increasingly deployed and used to make auto-
mated decisions that affect our lives on a daily basis. It is imperative to
ensure that these systems embed ethical principles and respect human
values. We focus on how we can attest whether AI agents treat users fairly
without discriminating against particular individuals or groups through
biases in language. In particular, we discuss human unconscious biases,
how they are embedded in language, and how AI systems inherit those bi-
ases by learning from and processing human language. Then, we outline a
roadmap for future research to better understand and attest problematic
AI biases derived from language.
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1 Introduction
Artificial Intelligence is revolutionising every single aspect of our daily lives:
health, banking, insurance, crime prevention, disaster response, social life, cul-
ture, and so on and so forth. AI is increasingly everywhere: whether embedded
in systems or embodied in artefacts such as robots. It affects everyone, and it
is transforming public and private organisations and the services and products
they offer. While there are no doubts on the benefits of embracing AI technolo-
gies, one of the main problems nowadays is ensuring that AI-based systems are
ethical and respect human values.
We particularly focus on digital discrimination caused by AI, which is a form
of discrimination in which automated decisions taken by intelligent agents and/or
other AI-based systems treat users unfairly, unethically or just differently based
on their personal data such as income, education, gender, age, ethnicity or reli-
gion [29, 4]. Digital discrimination is becoming a huge problem [21], as more and
more tasks are delegated to AI-based systems, intelligent agents, autonomous
systems, and many other systems which embed some kind of AI. For instance,
? Author’s copy of the manuscript accepted in the Responsible Artificial Intelligence
Agents workshop of the International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Mul-
tiagent Systems (AAMAS’19).
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some UK firms base their hiring decisions on AI1. Examples of digital discrimi-
nation include the exhibit of strong female/male gender stereotypes in machine
learning systems [2], and the suggestive of arrest records more often shown with
online searches of black-sounding names than white-sounding names (regardless
of the existence of arrest records for those names) [30].
The literature in the area of digital discrimination2 very often refers to the
related concept of algorithmic bias [5]. Despite playing an important role in
digital discrimination, bias does not necessarily lead to digital discrimination per
se, and this distinction between bias and actual discrimination is crucial. First,
a bias usually means a deviation from the standard, but it does not necessarily
entail a disadvantageous treatment to particular social groups. For example, an
autonomous car that is biased towards safe driving decisions may deviate from
the standard driving norms, but it is not discriminating users. Second, most
AI techniques and methods use/need some sort of extent or notion of bias. For
instance, machine learning relies on the existence of some statistical patterns in
the data used to train them, so that it can learn to predict or make the most
suitable decision. Therefore, while bias is a very useful concept and it is indeed
related to digital discrimination, we focus on the problematic instances of bias,
and in the extent to which bias may lead to discrimination.
As interactions between humans and AI agents increasingly happen through
language — e.g., voice-based personal assistants like Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant, and many other AI applications incorporate some kind of natural
language processing, the question of problematic instances of bias being learned
by AI systems from human language is gaining importance. In this position
paper, we discuss human biases, how they are embedded in language, and how
AI systems inherit those biases by learning from and processing human language.
Then, we outline a roadmap for future research to better understand and assess
biases found in language.
2 Discrimination and Human Biases
In general, discrimination is related to the notion of fairness, which is usually
defined as the impartial and just treatment or behaviour without favouritism. In
other words, fairness is based on the principle that any two individuals who are
similar with respect to a particular task should be treated with similar benefits
and obligations [6]. However, the definition of fairness is a concept very much
shaped by culture, and closely related to the set of personal and social biases
and norms that rule a society: what makes two individuals similar? which set of
features are most important when assessing individuals’ similarity? For instance,
skin colour was considered a more important attribute in the United States than
in Hong Kong [18]. On the other hand, in Belgium, Wales, and France, language
1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-36129046
2 Note the term digital discrimination has also been used to define traditional dis-
crimination practices facilitated by online information [7] or a discriminatory access
to digital technologies or information [32], which we are not using here.
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was deemed to be a salient and relevant characteristic [10]. Thus individual (and
societal) biases play an important role in determining the definition of fairness,
and consequently discrimination. Therefore, in order to better understand the
various dimensions of discrimination it is key to attest people’s implicit and
unconscious biases and the social and ethical norms of a society.
From a social psychology perspective, there are methods to determine biases
between two concepts (namely unconscious associations), such as the Implicit-
Association Test (IAT) [12]. IAT is a measure designed to detect the strength
of a person’s automatic association between mental representations of concepts
in memory. IAT demonstrates enormous differences in response times when sub-
jects are asked to pair two concepts they find similar, in contrast to two concepts
they find different. For instance, a common IAT procedure to detect gender im-
plicit biases consists in the request computer key presses to classify words from
four categories, such as female names, male names, words for leader (such as di-
rector or chief), and words for helper (such as assistant or employee). When the
categories of male and leader are assigned to one key and female and helper to a
second, users usually answer faster than when female and leader share one key
(and male and helper share the other). This speed difference indicates the pres-
ence of an implicit gender stereotype that associates male with leadership more
frequently than female [33]. IAT has been also proved useful to measure racial
and ethnic biases [19], religious implicit biases towards homosexuality [25], and
implicit prejudices based on religious ethnicity, age and nationality [26]. There-
fore, IAT is a useful tool to better understand the behaviours and unconscious
biases of individuals. Unfortunately, IAT is a costly and slow process: one needs
first to prepare the test, select a set of subjects and then analyse the results to
assess if there exists any implicit bias. Moreover, although IAT might be useful
to uncover biases, it is only applicable when in interaction with human subjects.
Consequently, IAT may not be a useful tool to attest biases in AI as such.
3 Bias in Language
Language is used to maintain and transfer culture and cultural ties. Different
ideas stem from different uses of language, and can only be fully comprehended
when considering the social and cultural context in which they were devised.
Language and culture are closely related [27]: language can be viewed as a ver-
bal expression of culture, and it is known to embed implicit social biases, cultural
stereotypes and prejudices [28]. AI techniques like Natural Language Processing
(NLP) have actually been used to extract insights and human unconscious biases
from text data [20, 16]. For instance, Fast et.al. [8] found that modern amateur
writers (male and female) are still reinforcing traditional gender stereotypes in
their work, by picturing female characters as submissive and male characters as
dominant. In [22], Pennebacker et.al. found that there exist a strong correlation
between age and the use of positive affect words and future tenses: older individ-
uals use more positive affect words. Regression models [9] and significance tests
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between the means of lexical categories [17] are other NLP techniques explored
in the literature to capture common human stereotypes.
Given the existence of biases in human language, one could easily hypoth-
esise that AI agents learning from human language would inherit those biases.
In fact, Caliskan et.al. [3] proved that standard machine learning techniques can
acquire stereotypes biases from textual data that reflect everyday human cul-
ture, and that text corpora captures semantics including cultural stereotypes
and empirical associations. To perform their experiments, they used GloVe word
embeddings [23] with a general corpus of text from the Web.3 Word embed-
dings [11] are vector word representations that encode the textual context in
which a word is found in a high-dimensional space. The process of learning word
embeddings involves associating words with parameter vectors that are opti-
mised to be good predictors of other words occurring in similar contexts. For
this reason, word embedding representations can be used to estimate the asso-
ciation between words: two words with similar embeddings can be considered to
be semantically related. Based on word embedings, Caliskan et al. [3] defined
what they called the Word-Embedding Association Test (WEAT), as the cosine
similarity between pairs of word embedding vectors. Using WEAT they showed
that the distance between the embeddings of two words is analogous to reaction
time in the IAT by replicating the results obtained in some well-known psycho-
logical studies related with IAT. They were able to replicate stereotypes tested in
IATs that studied general societal attitudes for which lists of target and attribute
words were available, including general societal discriminative attitudes observed
in the experiments performed by Greenwald and Bertrand et.al. [12, 1]. Among
other findings, and according to the corresponding IAT experiments, they found
that in the word embeddings vector space European American names were more
likely than African American names to be closer to pleasant than to unpleasant
bearing words, and that female names were associated more frequently to family
words instead of career words than male names. Caliskan et. al. were also able
to correctly predict the percentage of women in 50 occupations as presented in
the 2015 U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics by analysing the word embedding
distance of a set of female-sounding names to the corresponding occupations.
Another relevant work using word embeddings is described in [2]. The authors
found that a word2vec4 word embedding model trained with a public corpus of
Google News articles exhibits strong female/male gender stereotypes. Moreover,
they described a method for removing gender bias from word embeddings by
comparing and adapting the differences between the direction of the gender-
biased word embedding vectors with those gender-neutral vectors. This debiasing
procedure is criticised in [3], arguing that the process of debiasing alters the AIs
model of the world instead of how the AI acts on that perception – which can
be considered a case of fairness through blindness [6].
3 They used a GloVe word embedding model trained from a 840 billion word corpus
4 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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4 Towards Attesting Bias and Discrimination in
Language
We have seen than written language carries the personal and implicit biases of
its authors, and that these biases can be later learned by AI models trained
with this data. In addition, the automated decisions made by these models help
perpetuating the (same) stereotypes and biases embedded in the language cor-
pora used for training. A clear example of this process is seen in [3, 2], as the
dataset they used was formed by a collection of news from a specific country
and cultural context, and by feeding this data into a machine learning system (a
word embeddings model) they were able to reproduce unconscious human biases
similar to those discovered with IAT tests obtained from individuals with simi-
lar cultural contexts. The deployment of these word embedding models in a real
word environment leads to, as shown in [3, 2], perpetuating the same implicit
human biases present in the news corpora used to train the word embeddings
model. Therefore, we believe that working towards a general framework to attest
the nature of digital discrimination and the role that biases embedded in text
corpora play in it is of crucial importance to develop ethical AI. We particularly
envision two main lines of work in this regard, which we describe in detail below:
i) advancing in the discovery and understanding of human biases and discrimi-
nation embedded in text corpora generated by humans, and ii) attesting biases
and discrimination given any language corpus – including corpora generated by
AI agents and systems with embedded AI.
Understanding human biases. A very important step towards a general
framework to attest digital discrimination in AI is further understanding human
biases and discrimination, since they are human constructs closely related with
culture and social norms. For instance, since the cultural and social dimensions
of individuals play an important role in defining their implicit biases [10, 18], it
seems clear that people from similar cultural contexts may share similar implicit
biases. Can we identify which biases are related to specific society’s cultural and
ethical norms? Can we identify similar cultures and social values by analysing the
implicit biases incorporated in text corpora authored by members of a society?
On the other hand, closely related to human biases is the well studied theory
of social identity [31]. Social identity theory states that the person’s sense of
herself is based on the groups to which an individual belongs. It is believed
that we choose social groups based on the stereotypes attached to each social
identity, and that these selections impact our behaviour with other individuals
and groups. On top of that, the affect control theory [13] provides a predictive
model for how stereotypes are used to label social identities, groups, and relations
[14]. Therefore, we might be able to study how the different ethnic groups and
prejudices are related by analysing text corpora semantics. Is the concept of
social identities and affect control theory encoded in a corpus of texts by means
of the implicit biases of the author’s? Can we identify society’s discriminated
groups by analysing language? Are the affective stereotypes between different
social identities [15] stable across time?
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Finally, a very exciting line of research would be to analyse whether word
embedding models or other NLP techniques embed the particular social biases
that led to discrimination found in real discrimination cases. We have seen that
word embedding models contain gender biases and strong female/male gender
stereotypes [2, 3]. However, do word embeddings encode the social biases (e.g. a
closer semantic association between specific ethnic groups to criminality) that
led to the automated decision of showing more often arrest records for black-
sounding names than for white-sounding names in online searches [30]?
Understanding and attesting AI biases. In parallel and building on the
advances above, another interesting line of research would be to explore AI
biases by analysing the texts authored or speech synthesised by AI agents. Can
we discover, given a language corpus created by an AI agent (e.g. a chat log
created by interacting with a chat bot), the biases the AI agent may have? To
which extent are human and AI biases related? It may seem that, since most
AI agents are trained with human-authored corpora, there should be traces of
human-biases learned by AIs and therefore present in AI-generated text corpora.
However, machine learning systems are able to learn and reason by themselves,
sometimes in ways not completely transparent to humans. Therefore, will AI
leave imprints of their own biases when authoring text-based corpora?
Suppose now a black box scenario. That is, a scenario in which an individual
has control over the inputs and outputs of an AI agent, but cannot access the
inner workings or the data used to train the AI agent. Can biases encoded in
text corpora authored by an AI agent give insights about the data used to
train the AI agent? If so, by leveraging those insights, can we discover how the
black box operates? For instance, consider the case of smart personal assistants
(such as Alexa or Google Home). Both of them are black boxes: it is unknown,
except for Amazon and Google, the datasets used to train the model in charge
of translating speech-to-text. Would it be possible, by interacting long enough
with the smart assistant, to discover hidden biases in the usage of language used
by the assistants? Can we determine the social and cultural environment of the
authors of the datasets used to train them by leveraging the information encoded
in the semantics? Knowing the dataset used to train those black box systems
can be an important step towards discovering how these systems work, and to
assess whether their unconscious biases may lead to discriminatory outcomes.
It would also be interesting to analyse how bias and discrimination are gradu-
ally learnt and incorporated into the language of a reinforcement learning system
when in interaction with biased opinions. For instance, consider the case of Mi-
crosoft Twitter chatbot Tay, a bot that responded to users queries emulating
the casual speech patterns of a stereotypical millennial while learning from his
Twitter conversations with people. The experiment ended in less than 24 hours,
when Microsoft decided to shut down Tay after it started tweeting racist and
discriminatory slogans learned in tweets [24].
Finally, if we can attest biases in an AI agent looking at the language it
uses, could not the AI agent itself realise about this? What kind of mechanisms
can we develop so as to give the AI agent the power to, understanding and
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realising about its own learned biases, address them or consider them to make
fairer decisions? Of particular interest here would be the combination of data-
driven approaches like machine learning and knowledge-based approaches like
normative systems as a way forward for making AI agents aware of where learned
biases would not be acceptable.
5 Conclusions
Since AI agents and systems are increasingly deployed and used to make auto-
mated decisions that affect our lives on a daily basis, it is imperative to ensure
that these systems embed ethical principles and respect human values. In partic-
ular, we focus on how we can attest whether AI agents treat users fairly without
discriminating against particular individuals or groups. We propose to advance
in this line of research by: i) exploring the usage of language, a cultural vehicle
that embeds the prejudices and the implicit ethical biases of a society, and ii)
exploring human-like biases and discrimination embedded in language corpora
and corpora generated by AI agents and systems with embedded AI. This would
be the basis for a general framework to attest digital discrimination by AI and
the role that biases embedded in language corpora play in it.
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